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SUMMARY

Solid boron has long been recognised as a potential high volumtric

density propellant for volume limited air breathing propulsion systems.

Nowever, achieving this potential hs proved difficult due to low combustion

and beat release efficiencies encountered when solid boron slurries are added

to contetionally design combustors. The difficulties in achieving the

anticipated potential of boron-aaelatd propellants In practical applications

has created a ueed for Improved understanding of the basic chemical and

physical processes in these systems.

The combustion of solid boron particles with an oxygen based oxidizer has

long been knoun to be a complex process Involving both heterogeneous

(gas/solid) and homogeneous (gas/gas) chemical kinetics. The combustion

process begins with an Initial heterogeneous phase of particle oxidation,

ignition and volatilization of partially oxidized boron species. The

volatilized boron species undergo further homogeneous gas-phase oxidation to

forw a mixture of gaseous boron oxide and boron oxyhydride species. Finally,

as these combustion gases coolthe complex 3-0-1 mixture msat condense to

liquid or solid 5203 In a third (heterogeneous) combustion phase in order to

complete the heat release necessary for an efficient boron assisted

Ipropellant.
This study presents the results of an AFOSR sponsored project to model

the homogeneous gas phase combustion sub-process and use kinetic sensitivity

analysis to determine critical reaction pathways and uncertainties in the

3 currently available thetsochemical and kinetic data. An additional objective

was to evaluate the extensions of sensitivity analysis that would permit its

future application to heterogeneous boron combustion. Eventually, the models

for each of the three sub-processes would be coupled to develop a complete

model for the full combustion process.
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fIm the modeling work and sensitivity analysis summarized in this

eport, several Important results have been obtained. These include the| follmimg:

1) Thermodynamically, the dominant equilibrium boron species in the

boundary layer surrounding a hot boron particle in hydrocarbon

combustion gases COsilsts of 550 and 1202 for fuel rich systems and

5 M2 and 5203 for oxygen rich systems.

2) The initial identity of boron sub-oxides and oxyhydride species

evolved from the particulate boron Influences the gas phase

oxidation kinetics only during the first few micro seconds. The

species d temperature profiles, as wll as sensitivity gradients

are only weakly dependent on the identity of initially vaporized5 species during the subsequent oxidation chemistry.

3) The presence of hydrogen containing species has a significant Impact

on the homogenecus combustion. In general hydrogen tends to have a

favorable effect because it aids vaporization of B(s) and promotes

reactions of 30 and 302 to form RD02 and 1203- On the other hand,

larger quantities of hydrogen promote the formtion of H3b 2 , and the

product condensation stage becomes more complicated.

4) The gas phase oxidation kinetics is dominated by a relatively small

set of kinetic and equilibrium processes. These have been

identified for further experimental and/or theoretical study.

5) 1302 and 1202 are the two principal gas phase coubustion products

with 3203(g) favored at higher combustion temperatures. For most

systems modeled, 1102 is favored. Consequently, the productIcondensation stage of boron combustion is probably ore typically a

complex heterogeneous process. However, the ability to shift the

product distribution to 1203 via special additives would allow

condensation to proceed as a simple nucleation which could

Ssignificantly increase combustion efficiency.
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6) A preliminary analysis has identified key issues and viable

approaches for extending the current model and sensitivity analysis

to the heterogeneous burn phase of boron combustion.

.K. The basic foundation has now been developed for initiating experimental

and/or theoretical studies to further refine the kinetic and thermochemical

parameters identified to be of critical importance to gas phase oxidation and

to help validate the present gas phase combustion model. At the same time, a

fairly comprehensive gas phase combustion model now exists for studying a

number of boron based combustion system of important to the Department of

Defense community.
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smdies to focus effort oan quantifying only those model parameters, including

reaction rate constants and thermochemical parameters, which control effective3E  boro combustion. This process is, of course, an Iterative procedure with

model predictions and sensitivity analyses becoming more accurate as input

I data for Important physical and chemical parameters are Improved.

A crucial set of model parameters for hydrocarbon assisted boron

combustion is the gas phase reaction rate constants governing the oxidation of

suboxIde and suboxyhydride species volatilized during the combustion of solid

particulate boron. Chemcal equilibrium calculations predict that solid boron

burning in the presence of hydrocarbon fuels will evolve substantially to

gaseous boron oxyhydride compounds such as 1050. Since the chemical
environment In the boundary layer around each boron particle will almost
certainly be oxidizer poor, It is likely that a 3/0 ratio of less than two

3will prevail In the vaporized species. Depending on the currently uncertain

details of gas/surface thermochadstry and kinetics, It is expected that the5 volatilizatton of species such as 30, , 1OR, 320, and B202 s the

boron/boron oxide surface layer of the particle is heated by radiative and

convective heat transfer md reacts with hydrocarbon combustion intermediates

and products including N, ON, 120, CO, and C02 .

The Initial modeling effort, presented in this report, concentrates on

the bomogeneous goo phase portion of boron combustion for several related

reasous. First, an extensive gas phase reaction rate set for boron assisted

combustion ws developed by Kolb mad co-workers under DMPA and AlOSl funding

in the late 1970's,1-2,1"3, l - and this reaction set with its estimated3rate constant parameters can serve as the basis for initial model

development. Second, while a few key reactions In the gas phase boron

3oxidation scheme have been measured over the past several years, (generally

coatring the rate estimates of Kolb and co-workrs) 1- 1 and several

nperimental groups have the capability to measure more, it is clear chat a

kinetic sensitivity analysis study of the system will help specify which of

the may maasurod rate constants should be the focus of dedicated

experimental or theoretical efforts. Finally, kinetic sensitivity studies of

1 1-3



combustion systems have so far been limited to homogeneous, gas phase systems;

thus, the ges phase portion of the boron combustion process is most amenable

to Inmdiate kinetic sensitivity analysis.

An important secondary task of our initial effort is to map out the

theoretical extensions necessary to extend the gradient kinetic sensitivity

analysis technique to the heterogeneous problems of boron particle ignition

5 and burnout and boron oxyhydride/boron oxide condensation kinetics necessary

for a complete boron combustion model.

3Section 2 of this report will present elements of the overall model for
boron assisted combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. Section 3 presents the

5 homogenous combustion model developed to date and the results of initial model

runs andasensitivIty analysis. Section 4 summarizes conclusions and presents

recommendations for further work.

1.1 References for Section 1

1-1 Faeth, G.M., -Status of Boron Combustion Research," Report of the Boron
Combustion Specialists Workshop, Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
(October 1984), also partially published under the same title in the
Proceedinas of the 21st JAMWA Combustion Meeting, Laurel, MD (October
1984).

1-2 olfhard, H.G., Draper, J.S., Rieger, T.J., and Kolb, C.E.,
"Determination of the Infrared Emissions of Rocket Plumes and Their
Emitting Species," IDA Paper P-1117, Institute for Defense Analysis (June
1975).

1-3 Gersh, M.E. and Kolb, C.E., "Exhaust Plume Infrared Signatures of
Advanced Liquid Propellant Rockets," Minutes of the 10th JANMAF Plume
Technolozy Meeting Report No. NWC TD6011, Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake, CA (March 1978).

5 1-4 Bernstein, L.S., Gersh, M.E., and Kolb, C.E., "Analysis of CALSPAN High
Energy Propellant Data and Full Scale Signature Predictions," Minutes of
the 11th JANMAF Plume Technology Meeting, Army Missile Command,
Hunstville, AL (May 1979).

1-5 Rabitz, H., "Sensitivity Analysis of Combustion Systems," in The
Mathematics of Combustion, J. Buckmaster, Ed., SIAM, PhiladelpL~a (1985).
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32. COMUSTION MODEL DMVEWPHKMT AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

201 Model Overview

Particulate boron combustion iu conjunction with hydrocarbon combustion

to a complex, multiphse process.2- Initial analysis Indicates that the
process can be viewed as Involving at least three stages. *These are: 1)

boron particle surface oxidation, Ignition and volatilization of suboxides and
suboxyhydrides; 2) a largely homogeneous, gas phase oxidation of the volatile
suboxides and suboxyhydride which pass through the oxidizer poor boundary

layers of the particle; and 3) condensation of the gaseoue high temperature
boron oxyhydride products to liquid boria (3203) as the combustion exhaustU temperature and pressure approach ambient values.

A schematic of these combustion stages Is shown In Figure 2.1. Each ofI these is discussed In more detail In subsequent subsections.
COMBUSTION PamE DESCRIPTION TYPICAL SPECIES

IIBORON PARTICLE OKIDATION, B(s) 02(g)
EIGNITION AND VOLATILIZATION 32 0 3 (stl) CO2 (g)

IH030(g) K0g
II1HOMOGENEOUS REACTIONS OF BORON 120(g) 011s

302 (g) C02(g)
30(g)

BOBO
IIICONDENSATION OF BORON OZYHYDRIDES (HOBO)

I TO B203(t 3203(93I 
3203(t)

3 Figure 2.1. Schematic of Boron Particle Combustion Processes

2-1



5t 2o2 Partigle Ignltion and Volatilisation

The Ignition process involves the beating of an initially cold boron

Sparticle covered with an oxide layer. As the particle temperature rises (due

Initially to the hot external environment from the surrounding hydrocarbon

combustion, but eventually to some self-heating), two competing processes

occur involving the removal of and the formation of the oxide layer. The5oxide layer is removed at the surface through vaporization. At high

temperatures, this process can involve chemical transformations, and

therefore, the composition of the surrounding gases can significantly alter

the utes of oxidelayer removal. 2 - 2 For example, mater vapor has been

observed to promote ignition.

Some controversy has recently arisen regarding the mechanism for oxide

formation. Barly works2 "3 postulated that oxygen dissolves in the oxide layer

and diffuses to the boron - boron oxide surface where It reacts to form boron

omide. More recently, 2 - 4 it has been argued that a more likely mchanisa

Iwould involved the diffusion of boron to the boron oxide - gas surface where

subsequent heterogeneous reaction with oxygen to form the oxide would occur.

I Most of the pest work on boron particle ignition has involved studies of

boron In oxygen or air. However, as noted above, water vapor can have a

Ssignificant promotional effect on boron ignition kinetics.2'2  In a boron
assisted hydrocarbon combustion process, not only water vapor but a number of5 other hydrocarbon combustion Intermediates and products Including 82, CO, OR,

1, C02, and possibly partially oxidized hydrocarbons such as aldehydes willSall interact with the surface of the boron particles.

It is probable that it is the chemical reaction of these species, not 0

and 02 which control particle Ignition and vaporization In mixed

hydrocarbon/boron combustion systems. Since both thermochemical

models, 2 - 5 - 2" and flame sampling studies 2 - 7 indicate that boron oxyhydride

species such as 3030 are the dominant high temperature boron containing

combustion products, it seems possible that a third process dominates boron

particle Ignition and volatilization kinetics in hydrocarbon combustion

1 2-2



V systems. This process would involve the removal of the boron oxide layer

itself through surface reaction with hydrogen containing species such as H,

3. OR, H2, and R20 to form volatile boron oxyhydride species such as HBO, MOR,

and 1BO. As the depth of the boron oxide layer is reduced, new surface will

be available to reform boron oxides, through interaction with C02, OR, 120,

and whatever 0 and 02 penetrate the oxygen poor region around the particle.

£ Indeed the reactive chemistry of atomic boron as weil as electronically

analogous atomic aluminum provides a strong hint that oxyhydride species form

efficiently and preferentially. These electron deficient atoms each combine

with water in bimolecular reactions in both the gas phase 2- 8 - 2- 12 and in cold

argon matrices2- 15 to form an excited H-H-OH species which efficiently sheds

its excess energy through radiative decay.

B, 1 + B20 + H-B-OH or H-Al-OH + H-B-Oi or H-AL-OH + hv (2.3.1)

5Theoretical studies confirm that these remarkable reactions occur with

surprisingly small activation energies.2- 14- 2-15 It is not difficult to

imagine that the high combustion temperatures coupled with the presence of

surface to stabilize reactions may well promote very efficient oxyhydride

3 formation.

As surface reactions and heat transfer raise the particle temperature,

boron suboxide species such as BO, B20, and B202 say vaporize along with the

boron oxyhydride species.

IThus, it is quite possible that under hydrocarbon combustion conditions
the boron oxide layer which strongly inhibits particle ignition and3 vaporization under clean boron/oxygen system conditions becomes a reactive

layer promoting particle vaporization when the particle boundary layer is

5 oxidizer poor.

5
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A bettor aMerstanding of the thermochemical, solubility, transport, and

reaction properties of the layer is required to resolve the actual ignition

and vaperisation mechanism. Thermodynamically, the adde formation process is

exothermic whereas the removal process for oxides is endothermic. Thus, the

criteria for Ignition in the "cleaun boron/oxygen system Is that the oxide

vaporization rate exceeds its production rate so that the layer itself is

removed. The degree to which hydrocarbon combustion products and

Intermediates change this picture Is an important question.

5 2.3 C2estlon Kinetics

Once the oxide layer is removed, the particle burns rapidly with a

surrounding flame sheet which Is detached from but near the surface. Since

the volatility of boron is low, boron burns much like a carbon particle vs. a3 hydrocarbon liquid droplet.2 -4 Here, gasification of the boron occurs by

chemical transformation into more volatile components. Thus, heterogeneous

3. ad homgee ous chemistry play a more dominant role in the gasification of

boron than for liquid hydrocarbons. For example, liquid hydrocarbon droplets

gasify primarily by a simple vaporization process which proceeds in the

presence or absence of oxidant. The volatile component formed during boron

gasification Is believed to be DO, but as noted above there may be significant

levels of OBO, HBO, BOB, B20, or B202. C02 Is the major product of carbon

combustion which diffuses back to the carbon particle surface to react5 heterogeneously to form more CO. Boron oxides and oxyhydrides may play

similar roles in boron combustion. Indeed, there may be a strong similarity3 between boron and carbon combustion; even the homogeneous gas phase kinetics

may have similarities. For example, CO oxidation is controlled by the

presence of the hydrogen containing OH radical and boron sub-oxide oxidation

will be clearly affected by oxyhydride formation.

Evolution of gas-phase boron compounds in the boundary layer around the

burning particle Is most likely under kinetic control and must be modeled as a

homogeneous kinetic process. This requires estimated or measured rate

constants for a large number of individual reactions. Fortunately, previous
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3iI  DOD interest in boron assisted liquid rocket propellants and their exhaust

plumes resulted in considerable activity in this area.2-16 Section 3 presents

San updated and extensive version of this reaction rate constant set,

Including, of course, the results of available experimental data obtained

3 since 1979.

2.4. Product Condensation

Estimates for the high volumetric energy density potential of boron-based

fuels are based on heats of combustion for complete oxidation with condensed

boron oxide, e.g., B203 (1), as the principal product. Thus, realizing the

full theoretical potential depends, in part, on achieving complete energy

conversion as combustion product vapors cool during the expansion process.

This has been difficult to achieve, however, because chemical recombination

3 reaction rates are typically slow relative to the short residence-times for

expansions in typical combustion devices. This significantly reduces

5combustion efficiency as energy is effectively trapped in the vapor phase. It

is currently estimated that as much as 20 - 30 percent of the estimated

available energy may be lost by this mechanism. The problem is particularly

acute for high altitude operation where reaction rates are even slower due to

the reduced pressure in the nozzle exhaust flow.

Equilibrium calculations for boron oxidation in wet flames indicate large

concentrations of HOBO In the product vapors. Studies of the boron-oxide

surface layers properties also suggest the heterogeneous formation of HOBO

during combustion in the presence of H20. Taking HOBO(g) as the principal

vapor phase product, boron oxidation at temperatures near the onset of

nucleation (T -2000 K) may be represented as

2B + 02 + H2 + 2HOBO (g) AH - 1151 KJ/mol (2.4.1)
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In contrast, complete combustion to condensed boron oxide,

2B + 202 + 2 + R2 + B203(1) + H20 AR -1468 UJ/mol (2.4.2)

is approximately 20 percent more exothermic. Since, at T - 2000 K, the

constant pressure equilibrium constants for reactions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are to a

first approximation equal, failure of HOBO(g) to convert to B20 2 and

subsequently condense significantly reduces combustion efficiency. Equations

(2.4.1) and (2.4.2) do not represent the reaction mechanisms for boron

oxidation, but only serve to indicate the increased energy available upon

conaensation. Obtaining this extra energy, however, is dependent upon

condensation.

The mechanism for formation of B203(1) remains one of the most poorly

understood components of boron combustion. Edelmann at. al. characterized

it as a nucleation process and developed a model for the finite-rate kinetics

5and condensation during nozzle expansions which agreed reasonably well with

experiment.2-17 In contrast, Miller has argued that the mchanism is more3 complex than just a simple nucleation process and actually involves many

intermediates and reactions not considered in Edelmann's model. 2- 7 Miller's

3 arguments are based on studies of the boron combustion products at low

pressures, ca. 0.1 atm, in which mass spectrometry was used to determine the

species present in an oxygen-rich flame under conditions appropriate for

nucleation. These results indicated the presence of a variety of complex

boron oxyhydroxide species in addition to simple monomers, diners and trimers

of HOBO.2-7 Since polymerization reactions are typically fast (k -10 - 1 0 cm3

molecule sec for dimer and trimer formation), Miller concluded that

5 elimination of 120 from the polymer chain was the more likely kinetic

bottleneck to condensation. Moreover, it appeared that H20 elimination3 occurred gradually during nucleation rather than in a single discrete step.
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I From this data, Miller formulated a hypothetical polymerization

mechanism. However, the experimental studies were unable to probe specific

reaction pathways, and many reasonable pathways were left out of the model, so

that no quantitative predictions that could be compared with experiment were

3 made. It has been suggested that some of the discrepancy between Edelman et.

al. and Miller may be attributed to the fact that they had examined the

combustion products in very different pressure ranges. However, since neither

study provided definite measurements to test reaction mechanisms, both models

are subject to a great deal of uncertainty. Since the formation of condensed

boron oxide is so important to combustion efficiency, it is imperative to gain

a ore reliable grasp of the key reactions and parameters which control this

3 process.
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3. HOMOGENEOUS BORON COMBUSTION: MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND KINETIC
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

3 3.1 Overview of Model Development

The model development and concomitant sensitivity analysis program

described in the report consisted of the following tasks:

1) The collection and evaluation of currently available thermochemical

and kinetic data for chemical species and elementary reactions that

may be important to-boron combustion (Subsection 3.2).

2) A series of thermodynamic calculations for air oxidation of a

mixture of solid boron and a typical hydrocarbon fuel (JP4) to

determine equilibrium boron speciation (Subsection 3.3).

3) The development of a homogeneous combustion model consisting of a3 detailed list of plausible elementary reactions and estimated (or

measured values when available) rate constants followed by kinetic

3 calculations to determine species concentrations and temperature

profiles under various initial conditions. (Subsection 3.4).

1 4) The application of kinetic sensitivity analysis to determine the

response of system observables to changes in the input parameters,

5 e.g., initial species concentrating, rate parameters, etc.

5) An in depth analysis of the gradient sensitivity data to identify

3 the critical reaction pathways and key uncertainties in currently

available thermochemical and kinetic parameters (Subsection 3.6).

3 6) and lastly, a brief analysis of the research strategies needed to

extend the applicability of sensitivity analysis to heterogeneous

3 process.

Each phase of this work is briefly described In the following subsections.
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5 3.2 Collection aud Evaluation of leleveat Thermchmical ad Kinetic Data

During the initial stage of this program, & compreheneiwv literature

search was performed to develop a data be coataiiag tk% naet ulp-to-date
values for the thermochemical and kinetics parameters that would be seeded in

developing a model for gas phase boron oxidation kietics. The data bes e
periodically re-evaluated and updated as now or more reliable results bece5 available.* In this section, we summarize the more important results from this

survey*

5 3.2.*1 Thermochemical Data

Table 3-1 contains the standard eathalpies of formation, Ahf ,2 ad

entropies S298 for the atomic and molecular species that are importat to

boron assisted hydrocarbon combustion system. (This list iateatomallyI concentrates on species containing boron *ime the correepoadiag
carbon-containing species are well-known end well-docinmted.) With ae3 notable exception (301), this data Mae bee" collected from the meet recent

publication of the JAKAl thermochemical tables.3 L The heavier boron5 oxyhydrides (e-g. 133031 R4&2041 etc.) are probably sot critical to a
description of the high temperature gas phasse heron combustion chemistry.3 They will be important, however, to future modeling of tbe coedensat ion phase
(Subsection 2.3) and are included in Table 3-1 for completeness.

£ The HB30 species has long been thought to be an important intermediate io

boron combustion system containing hydrogen. It is pertinent, therefore, to

consider the possible role of the 30B isomer. At present there is no

experimental data available for this species. Lb initio calculations,

however, have been performed to characterise the potential energy and minimum

energy path for the intramolecular rearrangement DOM 4- 130. -2These results
indicate that the ground configuration for 301 is approximately 40 kcal above3 the ground configuration for H130. The potential barrier f or rearrangement is

approximately 50 kcal. The optimum geometric parameters for the 305 species
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(U Cia aee milte) We l.-0 2.44, 3.4-g 1.79 and the W0E angle io 1250.
ftem 3W.. data Alf,293 and S9 for M have been estimated to be

Realtus" Mi al/mele de$ respectively.

firm Table 3-1. *It Is Imediately apparent that the ucertainties In the3 therrnodpmmi parameters for the 3/0/11 combustion system are several orders of

mapitade larger than for the eame parameters associated with molecular3 species Impertat to coeventiomal hydrocarbon combustion. For example, the
urnertainatim In the standard enthalpies and entropies for CO and 002 range

f~gme of t tw orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding

imertaisties their isoelectroaic boron analogs 150 and 1302.

The heats of formation In Table 3-1 have been used to establish bond

emergia far several relevant "-, 3-0, and 5 bonds.* These are summarized3 In Table 3-2.

Table 3-2 - Sond fnergies for boron Assisted Hydrocarbon Combustion

3o Doad (heal/mole) Do (0V)

a3-0 192.8±t 3.5 8.37
935 - 0 143.8 ± 2.0 6.33
a1- O0 117.0 ± 3.0 5.08
0303 - 0 149.8 ± 27.0 6.50
00 3 0 131.0 ± 5.0 5.68£05-0 127.0 ± 4.5 5.51
a1-so 98.7±t 5.5 4.28
0on - 0 191.0 ± 27.0 8.29U01 - D0 109,0 t 6.0 4.73
N -a 103 ± 0.5 4.47
0 -0 118 t 0.1 5.12
0 -1 101 t 0.3 4.38
30-1a 118 ± 0.1 5.12
C-O0 256 t 0.04 11.11
OC - 0 127.6 ± 0.06 5.54
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3.2.2 Experimental Kinetic Data

Reliable data for kinetic parameters associated with the B/O/H combustion

system is even more lacking than for the thermodynamic parameters. One

important exception is the recent work by Baughcum and Oldenborg 3 3 at Los

3Alamos National Laboratory on the reactions of B and BO with molecular
oxygen.

B + 02 + BO + 0 kf - 1.19 (±0.004) x 1010 e- ( 158 t 13)/T cU3/sec

BO + 02 + BO2 + 0 kf - 1.7 (±0.4) x 10- 1(T/1000) 2.23 t 0.5

e_(716 ± 288)/T cm3/sac

This work extends the earlier room temperature work on B + 02 by DiGiusspe and

Davidovits3-4 and BO + 02 by Llewellyn, Fontijn and Clyne. 3- 5 We have also

3 drawn on the experimental work of DiGiusseppe et. al., 3 -4 - 3-6 for the

reaction of B with CO2 and B with H20.

1 3.3 Combustion Thermochemistry

Equilibrium calculations were performed to establish initial estimates of

the boron speciation in the boundary layer surrounding each boron particle.

The results of these calculations were used to extend the list of relevant

reaction (Subsection 3.4.1) and as guides in choosing initial species

concentrations for the subsequent kinetic calculations (Subsection 3.4.3).

The equilibrium calculations were performed using the PACKAGE code

(Plasma Analysis, Chemical Kinetics, and Generator Efficiency) developed at

ARI to predict multiphase combustion product parameters including mixture

composition and thermodynamic properties. Originally based on the NASA CED

3 code, the present PACKAGE program has been extended to include a multiple

ideal solution model, a phase rule check when condensed phases are present,

and improved methods for dealing with numerical difficulties.
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I The equilibrium calculations were performed for oxidation of a J4/solid
boron mixture (fuel) in air (oxidizer). Initial concentrations of the fuel3 reactants (moles of fuel reactant/total woles of fuel) and of the components

of the oxidizing medI m (moles of oxidizer species/total moles of oxidizer)

3 are given in Table 3-3 and were the am for each calculation. The actual

reactant concentrations in the fuel-oxidizer mixture were varied by adjusting

the fuel/oxidiser (7/O) equivalence ratio. Calculations were performed forI/0 equivalence ratios ranging from 0.3 (oxidizer rich) to 4.5 (fuel rich).

Iowever, since the chemical enviromnt in the boundary layer is almost

certainly fuel rich, the calculations for F/O > 2.0 are probably more

representative of the boron species concentrations near a boron particle.

Table 3-3 - Initial Fuel and Oxidizer Species Concentrations for
Equilibrium Calculations

species mole Fraction

I Fuel: J14 0.1

I I(s) 0.9

Oxidizer: 92 0.78

I02 0.21

3 Ar 0.0095

C02  0.0005I
Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show constant pressure equilibrium species

concentratioes as a function of temperature for F/0 equivalence ratios of 0.3

sad 4.5, respectively. The pressure was 1.0 atm and the temperature was

I varied from 1400 K to 2400 K. Similar results for pressures of 3.0 atm and

6.0 atm did not luIicate any substantial change in the thermodynamically

predicted boron speciation.
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for 7/0 - 0.3, Figure 3.1a, the system Is oxidizer rich and the Initial

solid boron phase, excluding the liquid boria component [B203(l)] below 1800

K, Is completely oxidized to gas phase oxides and oxyhydrides. The dominant

gas phase species are HOBO, 5203, and A02 for T > 1600 K. The concentrations

3 for the heavier oxyhydrides 13103 and H33306, although comparable to the

concentrations of B203 and B02 for T < 1600 K, are more than 3 orders of

magnitude smaller then the concentration of HOBO for T - 1800 K. Thus,

although these species will be Important in modeling the condensation stage of

boron combustion, they are not going to be important to the gas phase kinetics

considered in this report. Beginning at about 2200 K, entropy terms begin to

become Important nd there is a gradual increase in the concentrations of

Ssmaller species, B and BO, with increasing temperature. However, they

remain minor species over the temperature range considered with concentrations

3 at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller then the the dominant species HOBO.

The equilibrium boron species distribution changes markedly with as the

I F/O equivalence ratio increases. Figure 3.1b shows the species concentrations

for an equivalence ratio of 4.5. These results are typical for fuel rich

systems (F/O > 2.0). In this case, a solid boron phase persists throughout

the temperature range considered. In contrast to oxidizer rich systems, the

primary equilibrium gas phase species for fuel rich systems are HBO and B202.

Gaseous B203 and HOBO are comparatively minor species with concentrations

approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller.

I Table 3-4 summarizes the dominant equilibrium boron speciation in the

boundary layer surrounding a hot boron particle. These results show an

Interesting correlation with conventional hydrocarbon combustion.

Specifically, the dominant combustion products for boron combustion, HBO 2

I . (oxidizer rich) and HBO (fuel rich), are Isoelectronic with the primary

hydrocarbon oxidation products CO2 (complete combustion) and CO (incomplete

combustion), respectively. Similarly, the secondary equilibrium constituents

show expected trends in the B/O mole ratio as the F/O equivalence ratio

1 3-10
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Table 3-4 - Dominant Equilibrium Gas Phase Boron Speciation at T=u800 K

F/O Equivalence Ratio: 0.3 4.5

Species Mole Fraction Species Mole Fraction

HOBO 10- 2 HBO 10-2

B203 10- 3  B202 10- 3

BO2  10- 4 B203  10- 4

HOBO 10-4

increases. Thus, for oxidizer rich systems, the B203 species has a B/O mole

ratio of 2/3, whereas for fuel rich systems, the second major constituent B202

has a B/O mole ratio of 1.

3.4 Homogeneous Combustion Kinetics

I 3.4.1 Elementary Reactions and Rate Parameters

There is currently not enough known about the initial ignition and

volatilization phase of boron assisted combustion to accurately characterize

the boron species distributions dominating the homogeneous kinetics. Kinetic

and transport effects may significantly alter the predicted species

concentrations based on an assumption of local equilibrium. The equilibrium

results do serve as guides, however, which help identify the species and

elementary reactions which should be included in a homogeneous boron

5 combustion model. Thus, from the list of boron species in Table 3-1, the

small subset given in Table 3-5 has been selected for initial study. The

3 principal species not included are the heavier boron oxyhydrides (HxBOy

with x,y > 2) which appear to only be important for temperatures below 1600 K

and those species (B20 and BOlH) which because of their large positive

enthalpies of formation tend to be important only in extremely high

temperature regimes, i.e. T > 2400 K.

Table 3-5 - Boron Species List for Homogeneous Combustion Models

B B203

BO HBO

B02 HOBO
3 B202
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Based on the thermodynamically predicted boron speciation in the boundary

layer a list of elementary reactions for boron assisted hydrocarbon combustion

was developed. This reaction list, which is summarized in Table 3-6, includes

most of the thermodynamically allowed reactions between boron containing

species and hydrocarbon intermediates. Reactions which were spin forbidden,

sterically improbable, or not thought to be fundamental were not included in

Table 3-6.

Developing an accurate model for the homogeneous boron oxidation kinetics

requires a knowledge of the rate parameters for a large number of elementary

reactions. Unfortunately, with but a few important exceptions, detailed

experimental and/or theoretical studies are notably lacking for the reactions

listed in Table 3.4. This has forced this initial modeling effort to rely on

estimated rate constants.

Rate constants for the bimolecular rate constants were estimated using

transition state theory (TST) and/or by scaling the rate constants for similar

reactions. Both approaches are subject to large uncertainties. For TST,

general questions concerning the validity of a statistical theory are

relatively minor for the present application; rather, the primary source of

uncertainty stems from not knowing the relevant transition state

3 configurations and activation energies. Rate constants based on scaling the

rate parameters for similar reactions do not necessarily fare much better

* since the specific scaling relationship used may also require either

structural and dynamical information which is unknown, or be forced to rely on

unsupported assumptions. Because of these inherent uncertainties, the

principal aim has been to establish rate constants which are at least

physically reasonable and, to a certain extent, collectively self-consistent.

For the sets of reactions

A + HBO - AH + BO A-(R, 0, and OH) (3.1)
and

A+ HBO H + ABO A - (O, OH, and BO) 
(3.2)
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the rate constants were first estimated uoing TI? by assuming a linear
transition state. The rate constants for the reactions (3.2) wr

subsequently decreased by about am order of manitude to offset the effect of

assuming a linear complex. ate constants for reactos (3.1) wee also3 calculated by scaling the corresponding reactions for the isoelectroaic 3C

using the ratio of classical partition functions for the reactants. Thes

3 values were typically larger than the rate constants calculated using TST.

Since TST tends to yield rate constants which are slowr than experimtally

3 observed, the TST rate constants for both sets of reactions were increased

slightly to give the final values in Table 3.4.

Rate constants for the reactions

B202 + 0 + BO + 302
and B202 + OR + O + BO0

were more difficult to estimate because of they Involve 5 and 6 atom

transition states. Initial estimates were obtained by simply doubling the

rate constants for the corresponding RI13 reactions (3.2) due to the symtry

of the B202 species giving kf - 1.6x10 - 1 1 . This value was then scaled by

the reactant partition function ratio for the HBO and !202 reaction giving the

value in Table 3-4, kf - 6x10 - 1 1 . The reactions

HB +O0 + BO 2 + H2  k f - 10-20 ze - 3 5 2 0 0 / T

HBO + 02+BO2 + OR M 10-20"-35200/T
1100l 02 + 12  kf~l

3 20+2 + OH + BO2 + HBO kf M10 -15 e-35200/T

B202 +0 2 B0 + 302 kf 1 0 -15" - 35200/T

probably involve 4-center reaction complexes and, consequently, were estimated

to proceed very slowly.

3
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3

2%h MOSSeOee state specific bests at contant pressure, enthalpies, and

I et i9 eo aeak species are obtained from the NASA polynominal fits to the
JMlB d~tso

e T a1+ a2T + * 3 1T + a4 1 T + a 5 1T (3.4.11)

P,

a1 + a 1 &31 * 4 3+a5 +-i-l (3.4.12)

I d

0
. a0 + 51 T4 +a (3.4.13)

The elamentary reection rate coestant is emprsseed in ndifled Arrbeniua
formo

3 kf.k a Fk Ak T eP(-'a,ki/ ROT) (3.4.14)

where Ak is the pre-.xpoeatial factor, sk the temperature exponent, and

11ak the activation emergy. Pk Is the constant permeter perturbed in the

semitivity anlysis, PI for each reaction equals unity. The backward rate

coestant is obtained from the forward reaction rate constant and the reaction

eq,_librim constant uaing the relation

k fk 
(3.4.15)
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The equilibrium constants for the reactions are obtained from

!N
~(v , vt~iKk ( . -I k k (3.4.16)

3 1OT

3where 1p3k is determined from

I p k - ep(A k oBk

I oP )  (3.4.17)

whereI
I 0 " V' -1ik O-  (3.4.16)

a 

a 
RI

AU (v 1k " i,k ) - (3.4.19)
R°T iml ROT

All terlolecular reactions are assumed to be in their low pressure

3 limiting regime. The third body Nk for each reaction is defined as the sum

of the product of all species concentrations time the corresponding chaperon

3efficiency

I h- ki ci (3.4.20)

where ek,i is the chaperon efficiency for the i-th species and the k-th

reaction d i is the concentration of the i-th chemical species.

3-20
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The governing equations for the lothermal, constant volume system are

de I a t~ ;I I . .. ,I (3.4.21)

The species concentrations are related to the species uss fractions and sole

fractious through the following equations

i I MY I r- Pyi (3.4.22)

ci N TiW -

1 (3.4.23)

1= V
I ±

The system equations are solved using LSOD and several modified

subroutimes from Um II.

3.4.3 fsgM of 81 es Concentration and Teaverature Profile
to9 "Oten Po r e e t s

general characteristic behavior of high temperature I-C--O chemistry was

lavestigated by eamning the response of the species concentrations and

temperature profiles to various different initial conditions. The initial

coditions studied covered a wide range of temperature, pressure, and initial

species concentrations. Those conditions were chosen to be representative of

sm of the gas pbee environments surrounding motallic boron particle

combustiom. Several of these system are illustrated below. The initial

couditios for each system are tabulated in Table 3-7.

to the first example (Run 1), the initial conditions were derived from

equilibrium calculations for a fuel rich mixture of JP4 and B(s) in air at a a
pressure of I eam esd sa equivalence ratio of 4.3. Results from these
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5Table 3-7 - Initial CeedItioes for Kisetic Calculatios

3 UNm 1 2 3 4 5 7

T() 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800
Kate) I I I I I I I I
a 1.04-4) 1.31(-4) 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
on"000 0 0.0 0.0 0
2.00(-1) 25(1 .4 00 .9 00I o .35(-2) 0 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
1.04(-5) 1.31(-) 0 0 0.04 0 0 0.09
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.80(-1) 2.27(-1) 0.04 0.04 0 0.04 0.04 0

0 0000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

so 0 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.05
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I32a02 2o80(-3) 3.53(-3) 0 0 0 0 0 0

o oo(-4) 6.31(-4) 0 0 0 0 0 0
9000(-3) 1.14(-1) 0005 0.05 0.05 0 0 0

1002 3o00(-4) 3J7S-4) 0 0 0 0 0 0
5.14(-1) ".05(-1) 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.65 0.65 0.65

LM2IA C T I - • - T

oomutamt pressure, constat temperature calculations over a temperature range3 of 1400 - 2400 K axe shown in Figure 3.lb. The initial conditions for the

Maetic calculations were taken at a temperature of 1800 K. Bere, all species

with uole fractious greater than 1 z 10- 5 mrs considered as initial

reactants. The soLid boron ma replaced by an equivalent amount of air (where

air is s-- as 212 02 sad 792 N2). The results of species sole fractions

sad temperature versus time for an adiabatic, constant pressure lystem are

sbov In figure 3.2. Part (a) of the figure presents the boron containing3 iIcompoum"; part (b) presnts the species of the CO/1 2 /0 2 system; and part (c)

presents the temperature.

1 3-22
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Figure 3.2. Species ad Teuperature Profiles for an Adiabatic, Constant
Pressure, Oxygen Rich System. Initial Reactants Derived From

feel Rich (1/0 a 4.5) Squilibrim Gas Phase Boron Species.
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1Figure 3.2. (Continued) Species and Temperature Profiles for an Adiabatic,
Constant Pressure, Oxygen Rich System. Initial Reactants
Derived From Fuel Rich (7/0 - 4.5) Equilibrium Gas Phase

Boron Species.
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I

Run 2, Figure 3.3, is the same as run 1 except that the metallic boron

removed from the system in run 1 was not replaced with any species, and the

existing equilibrium mole fractions were normalized to equal 1.0, neglecting

solid B.

Runs 3 through 5, Figures 3.4 through 3.6, make a set for comparison.

Run 3 is for an initial mixture consisting of HBO, H2 , CO, 02 and N2 as

reactants. This case represents an extreme assuming all the initial boron

(e.g., coming from the solid boron surface) is in the form of HBO. Run 4 is

the same as run 3 except the reaction is isothermal, constant pressure. Run 5

is the same as run 3 except the initial H2 is replaced by H20 and the initial

3 CO is replaced by CO2.

Run 6-8, Figures 3.7 through 3.9, again make a set. Run 6 is for an

Sinitial mixture consisting of B0, 1 CO, 02 and N2 . This case represents

another extreme assuming all the initial boron is in the form of BO. In

3 comparison to run 3, the amount of BO is equal to the amount of HBO. The H

originally in HBO (in run 3) is put into H2 in run 6. Run 7 is the same as

run 6 except the reaction is isothermal, constant pressure. Run 8 is the same

as run 6 except the H2 is replaced by H20 and CO by CO2.

Run 9, Figure 3.10, shows the results from a constant volume, Ibothermal

system. Relative to run 3, the initial 02 concentration was reduced and the

initial temperature was increased. In Figure 3.11, the profiles of boron

containing species for 4 related cases are presented. In part (a) of the

figure, the initial CO mole fraction was converted to H2 (i.e., the system is

3carbon free); in part (b), the initial H2 mole fraction was converted to CO;

in part (c), the initial 02 mole fraction was reduced from 0.07 to 0.005, by

5 volume; and in part (d), the initial 112 and CO mole fraction were converted to

N2.

3 As a final set of examples (Runs 11 and 12), the series of runs 9 and 10

were repeated, but with the initial HBO replaced by BO + 1/2 H2. The results

from this series of runs are reported in Figures 3.12 and 3.13.

I
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Figure 3.3. Species and Temperature Profiles for an Adiabatic, Constant
Pressure, Oxygen Poor System. Initial Reactants Derived From

Fuel Rich (F/O - 4.5) Equilibrium Gas Phase Boron Species.
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Figure 3.3. (Continued) Species and Temperature Profiles f or an Adiabatic,
Constant Pressure, Oxygen Poor System. Initial Reactanits
Derived From Fuel Rich (F/O -4.5) Equilibrium Gas Phase
Boron Species.
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Figure 3.4. (Continued) Species and Temperature Profiles for an Adiabatic,

Constant Pressure Mixture of HBO0, 112, CO, 02 and N2
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1 Examination of the concentration and temperature profiles suggest that

for stoichiometric and oxygen excess systems (i.e., systems with reaction

products dominated by B02 and B203), the reaction proceeds in a sequential,

partially overlapping process with the following order of events (events here

referring to the formation of major intermediates and final products),

A B C
RBO=M BO p-- BOr abHOBO E

D ~B 203

The amount of HBO2 vs B203 in the products is determined by the final

temperature and the amount of water vapor (or more generally, hydrogen

containing species) in the system, which is governed to a large extent by the

3 equilibrium relation

I HOBO + HOBO = + 2

3 The equilibrium constant for this reaction is shown in Figure 3.14, and as can

be seen the reactants are generally favored with the equilibrium shifting3 toward the products with increasing temperature. Over the temperature range

1800 - 2400 K, steps A and B are observed to be fast and are generally

completed within a few micro-seconds. The total energy release for these lean

systems occurs over a lengthy period of tim starting at a few micro-seconds

and lasting a couple of milliseconds. Step B accounts for approximately

33-55% of the total energy release from the boron containing species, Step C

(and/or D) accounts for the remaining 50-662 of the energy release.

IFor oxygen deficient systems, parallel and competing steps become
important as represented by the following network of events

I
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I .
B 202

I
BO BO - - OBO 2

1 
0203

Furthermore, the reaction time are substantially longer and the reaction

products are dominated by HU BO, 0, 22 and HOBO in oxygen deficient systems.

The presence of CO or CO2 can have a minor effect on reaction times and a

more pronouncetd affect on the amount of B02 formed during the reaction process

(as seen in Figures 3-1ic and 3-1ld and Figures 3-13c and 3-13d).

UThe influence of hydrogen on the reaction is shown by comparing Figure
3-13a with Figures 3-13d or 13b. In addition to shortening the time required

Ifor equilibrium, the presence of hydrogen plays a more important role in

accelerating the oxidation of intermediates (i.e., BO and 102). This is3 particularly important with regard to the energy release of the system. Note

that in comparing Figures 3-13a with 3-13b, the energy release duration (as3demoted by the time to the peak in the HBO 2 concentration profile (Figure 13a)

or the time to the peak in the B203 concentration profile (Figure 13b)) is

about 100 tirmes shorter with hydrogen present.

Comparison of all the system with hBO present Initially with those with

30 mseeut a a reactant shows an important characteristic difference among
tbosis two types of systems. RIO systems have induction periods whereas BO

I
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U

the gradients of 3(302 (t)]/lcj(O) sad 3[(t)]/cj(O), respectively, for

the 330 system of figure 3-10. Figures 3.16 and 3.18 report the ae

gradients except for the So system of Figure 3.12. The chemical name in the

upper left band corner of each figure denote the gradient plotted. For

example, the notation "102, B202" of Figure 3.15(a) represents the gradient

a[3O 2(t)J/[3202(0)]. The physical interpretation of this gradient is simply3 that the nominal value of the 302 concentration is increased at a time of 1 me

and then decreased slightly thereafter (relative to its original cone. profile

shown in Figure 3.10) when the 3202 concentration is perturbed at t-O. It

also may be interpreted as a shift in the B02 concentration profile to shorter3times, and thus, an acceleration in the overall reaction.
Without looking into the details of these sets of figures, they reveal an

important characteristic feature about the two systems under consideration.

Note in particular the similarities in many of the gradient profiles of the

HBO system. This similarity indicates a high degree of dynamic coupling among

the various species. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the coefficients are much

larger for the 1BO system, and hence, this system is much more responsive to3 perturbations. The high degree of coupling is only in the vicinity of 1BO

consumption and B0 and B02 production. At times thereafter, the two chemical3 system respond similarly to initial condition perturbations. This latter

fact may be observed in Figures 3.15(p) and 3.16(m) or Figures 3.15(q) and

3.16(1) by comparing profiles at times greater than 10- 5 s. The practical

importance of these results are the following: first, for reaction times

a greater than approximately Ius (i.e., the period of energy release), both HBO

and S0 systems respond similarly, and hence, accurate information in the

initial conditions (i.e., which species are coming off the metallic boron3 surface) is not critical to the present study of the gas phase chemistry. It

is important, however, to realize that this statement pertains only to3 stolchlometric and o ygen excess systems. Secondly, the significant
differences in the responses of these two system (as indicated by the Green's
fuactios coefficients) my be used to differentiate if HBO or 30 is the

domimate species being produced at the surface. For example, note that CO2

I
3-,9



3 aime s miss to ftubt he WM Ssem (or to decrease the D023 smreeem)o vhsm 002 aiUMe to the so system acceleratese t M
Seer...tew do 2 ... meeretm).

1 3.5.3 LUnear bPsrmrU eMtIvItIes

Parmtric sensitivities of the form ILaCjL/SUa~j have been3 investigated for several kinetic sysem. Some results from three of the

system are disused here. The" Include the 02 exces ED0 system of Figure3 3.10, the 0% exmse 30 system of Figure 3.12, and the 02 def iciest EDO system
of figure 3.11co

3 Although owe my apply and Interpret the above parametric derivatives In
several wys, the mest elementary Interpretation io used here. In perticular,3 Its gradient 3lnCi/3lnPj will be Interpreted as the relative response of
species Ci at tie T to a variation In the kinetic rate constant parameter3Pj, Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the gradients, 31n (302 )/lnPj, for the

oxygen excess, 930 and SO systems, respectively. The sequence of Figures (a)I through (p) Includes the first 16 reaction rate parameters of greatest

Importance on the 302 concentration profile. The figures are arranged in aI decreasing order of importance as determined by the maxim gradient
(absolute) value over the time Interval studied. Furthermore, the gradients3 plotted are normalized to their maximum values, I.e.,

IlC
3ainc i ma
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im a e 0 '"tom&, the reectioms mt important to the

pmdmst GO 8%~ aft the braching reaction 11

20 + 20 + 0, M

3 the dissociation reaction

M +v + s0 + , (12)

n t three abstraction reactioms

3 13M + 0 + S0 + 09 (branching) (13)

no + 01 + 30+ 0 (34)

3 I + 0 * 20 2 (R5)

The reactions important to 302 destruction are,

3 30+ 20 + 02 + OR (16)

3 02 +02 + B203 +0 (17)

+02 + O 0 + B302 + 0 (8)

3 and 302 + + 2 0 2 + B (not show). (R9)

The CO oxidation reaction

I )2 + CO +D 3)+ CO2  (RiO)

3 also haa significant influence on the B02 concentration profile.

From the CO/H 2 /02 reaction subsechanism, the reactions important to the

I BO2 concentration profile are the initiation reaction

3 H2 + 02 + 02 + H (R11)

and the branching reactions

li 02 * O + 0 (R12)

0 + H20 + O + O (not shown) (R13)

and H02 + M + 0 + OR + M. (114)

I3-'9



Is oserast, the results of FiSure 3.20, i.e., the So system, indicate
I hf thO m t GsmsittVG reatctio to WO2 production is I-. However, the same

Ueectems (26-4) are Important to W2 consumption. Since 30 reacts directly

with mieculr oxyge, the initiation reaction, 311, is not important, but the

3 ~ /2/ breaching reactions, 12 and R13, remain important.

The significance of backward reactions having gradients of the same

I agnltude, but of opposite sign as their corresponding forward reactions, as

ahmn in several parts of Figures 3.19 and 3.20, are an indication of the

5 importance of these reactions equilibrium constants on the concentration

profile of interest. For example, Figures 3.20(b) and 3.20(c) show that for

3 time greater than approximately 100 ps, the equilibrium constant of

302 + 2 0o -80 2 + OR is more important on the B02 concentration profile than

3 either the forward or backward reaction rate constants.

azmples of gradients for the H-atom concentration profiles for the three

kinetic system of Figure 3.10, 3.12 and 3.11(c) are shown in Figure 3.21,

3.22, and 3.23, respectively. Comparison of these gradients with those of

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 illustrates that the ranking of reactions can change

with each species of interest. However, examination of the gradients for all

species reveal a general grouping of important reactions. The results of this

jgrouping are reported in the next section.
A detailed examination of the linear sensitivity gradients, as depicted

in Figure 3.19 through 3.23, reveals an unlimited amount of information about

the underlying kinetic processes. For example, note from Figure 3.22((a) that

3the formation of HB in the excess oxygen B0 system results from the

initiation step

B O + + BO + H (.15)

U The HBO is rapidly converted back to 3O mainly through the propagation

reaction

BO 01+ O +O +120 (R?)
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Figure 3.22. (Continued) Sensitivity of H Concentration Versus Time to
Variations in Kinetic Rate Constants for an Isothermal,
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I' Or note that in the 02 deficient system, the reaction 30 + 02 * 302 + 0 i8
. iI saan an important branching reaction.

3.6 critical Reaction ?atbas

The critical reaction pathways were determined by examining all the

linear sensitivity gradients 3ln CL/DlnPj. The moset sensitive boron

Ireactions were selected as those which had gradient values within 2 orders of

magnitude of the msxisom gradient value for a particular species. The results

3 of this ranking for excess oxygen systems is tabulated in Table 3-8. For

oxygen deficient system, the 5202 reactions listed in Table 3-9 were found

Important in addition to those reactions listed in Table 3-8.

3.7 Ixtension of Sensitivity Analysis Techniques

Currently available sensitivity analysis techniques have already been put

to significant use in the first-phase of our boron combustion study (see

Section 3.5 and 3.6 for details). The present studies have focused on

gas-phase chemistry alone and we have therefore been able to directly utilize

existing computer coding an# experience gained from sensitivity and modelling

studies of an allied nature. A complete nodal for particulate boron assisted3 hydrocarbon combustion, however, mst incorporate heterogeneous and transport

processes. In addition, the complexities of the physical and chemical events

3 makes it highly desirable to search for any simplifying clues hidden in the

kinetic behavior. This latter issue is directly connected with the

possibility of scaling and self similarity behavior existing amongst the

strongly coupled kinetic species in the boron particle combustion system.

Therefore, in the first phase of this project we have examined two topics: a)

the need for modifications of existing sensitivity analysis techniques for

particle-gas phase transport and surface kinetics; b) the developent,

analysis and physical understanding of scaling and self-similarity behavior in

kinetic systems. The current status of these two items Is sumarized below.K
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Table 3-8 -Critical Elementary Reactions for Oxygen Rich Combustion
Homogeneous

1 130MA0 RACTIONS

M1o + OR DO + H20 (important when HBO0
HBO0+ 0 BO0+0OR is initial reactant)
HB30 + 0 B 02+H

nBO +Rn- BO +H12
HB 10+ M BO 0+1H+ M

D0 + OR B 02 + H (important when B03 is initial rectant)

12REACTIONS

DO + 02  B02 + 0
02+ CO BO + 002

I8309 REACTIONS
3 02 +1H+ M -0OBO+ K

B2+ R20 HO010 + M
302 +.O HOB105 + 0
B02 + B2 BO0O0+1R

nBO + 0R 1050 + H (important when 130
is initial reactant)

IZ C I N B 2 + B 2 2 0 3 + 0

Table 3-9 - Critical Reactions for Fuel Rich Homogeneous Combustion

I !202 REACTIONS

BO + HB0 1 202 + R

BO 5+105+M -202 + M1
BO + HOB + NB202 + OH
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1 3.7.1 Sensitivity Analysis Techniques as Applied to Boron
Particle-Gas Phase Transport and Heterogeneous Surface Reactions

3Many of the general sensitivity analysis techniques needed to treat the

various aspects of boron particle combustion are already available from prior

3 applications to other kinetics problems. The one exception to this situation

may be encountered when condensation phenomena are ultimately included. Since

3 modeling of the product condensation phase of boron combustion will only occur

at an advanced stage of the research it will not be discussed here. Instead

we will focus on the initial heterogeneous burning phase. Currently, the

basic two problems are 1) transport of chemical species and energy to/from the

particle surface, and 2) reaction and transport on the particle surface.

IRegarding both types of problems it is important to note that other steady and

unsteady reaction diffusion problems including sensitivity analysis have

5already been treated. The primary distinction is that these latter studies

have thus far been restricted to one spatial dimension, although there is no

inherent reason (except for the level of computational effort) constraining

them in this way. One immediate application even in one dimension arises by

treating the boron particle burn-up problem as purely radial. Relaxation of

this idealization would require the introduction of an angular variable. The

basic mathematical formulation is already in hand, but careful consideration

to computer coding and efficiency would have to be made. In the case of

adsorption, desorption, diffusion and reaction occurring on the boron particle

3 surface, the physical and mathematical formulation is quite similar to the

latter gas-phase processes. The surface problem is further compounded by the

3fact that the surface may be heterogeneous with defects. An important caveat

is that the proper parametric values for virtually all of the surface

processes are far more speculative than in the gas-phase. This situation

calls for special care when interpreting the results, but also provides an

even more serious role for sensitivity analysis as a means to guide further

modeling and experimental efforts.
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I The gas-phase and surface processes are intrinsically coupled although a

first cut at these problems would treat then separately Involving source

S f lures to/from each phase. For example, the current gas-phase

.odeling/sensitivity effort could easily be extended to include flux inputs

and outputs of species and energy to/from the boron particle. Similarly, the

processes on the particle surface could also be treated with gas-phase fluxes

3 as source/sink terms. The full combination of both coupled system might still

be fruitfully treated by splitting techniques whereby each aspect of the

problem is alternatively solved in a bootstrap type process. All of the

particulars of these issues will be explored and implemented in the Insuing

research.

3.7.2 Scaling and Self Similarity Relations in Kinetics

U A kinetic system with N chemical species and K parameters my exhibit a

variety of complex behavior regardless of whether it Is steady or unsteady.

3 In addition, the number of basic questions or Interrelationships between the

various variables will give rise to N(N+N) sensitivity coefficients as a3 measure of the system coupling. Each of these coefficients in turn will be a

function of the coordinates and/or time. As we have already seen in the

present first phase of the project the analysis of these coefficients can

provide a critical guide to physical understanding and intelligent planning of

subsequent experiments. From a number of previous kinetic studies an

Intriguing Orospect of significantly simplifying this problem has arisen. In

particular, evidence exists for the presence of scaling and self Similarity3relations amongst all the system sensitivity coefficients under appropriate
conditions.

3 The scaling relations take on the following form for a purely temporal

problem

ac(t ac (t) 3C a1;m-ac I [ aca a -t at
I
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where aj is a system parameter such as rate constant and C. is a chemical3/, sperte concentration. This scaling relation shows that knowledge of the
seasitivitls to one chemical species may be used to deduce others by simply
scaling It with a ratio of the species fluxes. Rven more remarkable are the

self similarity conditions which have the form

U Cn(t) .

!a
whereI

3 ?n(t) 8 43 t ] a~ L t]
3 The functions kn(t) are characteristic of the chemical mechanls and can

most easily be identified from the temporal bMhavor of the sensitivity

coefficients. In contrast, the coefficients aj are constant In time but

otherwise complicated functions of all the systems parameters. The self
similarity relation is consistent with the scaling relation but goes further

to Imply that knowledge of one vector of constants ; and a single function
Xm(t) will yield all of the system sensitivity coefficients.

The relations above are only approximate and a critical issue is to

establish their realms of validity. The evidence available thus far implies

that these relations are most valid when the system is characterized by a
strong nonlinear coupling, such as through the temperature. Some of the3current gas-phase boron combustion sensitivity analysis calculations show
evidence of these relations and the matter will be explored further in the3 second phase of the research. The primary motivation for this effort is to

fully utilize any systematic behavior found In the kinetic system. An

important spin-off of these results concerns their potential generality since

they should be applicable to a variety of other similar problems.
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t As In the present first phase study, it is anticipated that sensitivity
tesheiques will continue to provide & powerful means to analyze the physical3 models. In addition sethe experimental aspects of this project ultimately
develop sensitivity analysis will he used in a recursive way to assess the3 theoretical and physical implications the new experimental information.

3.5 References for Section 313-1 OW To~ aca als 2nd Edition, Stull, D.R., Prophet, H.,
Oto &I*,6e 7UlDIM.37, US Govt. Printing Office, Washington, DC,
1971, and supplements.

3-2 Zymbine, 1.5., OMarkin 0.?. and Curvich, L.V., -Ab Initto Calculations
of the Potential Surfaces and Minimu Energy Paths of Intramolecular
Rar11pmnuts, 1. Heterovalent Isomerism In the System BOB + 130,"
Translated from Zbsrnal. Stracturnio KhImii, Vol. 20, No. 1, pp. 3-11,
(1979).

3 3-3 Oldeaborg, .C. anmd Baughcuag 8 .L., "Gas Phase Oxidation of Boron
Compounds," Abstracts of the 196 4M0110 Contractors Meeting on
Combustion, Standford University (June 1955).

34DiGiuseppe, T .G. a nd Davidovits, P., 'Boron Atom Reactions II Rat.
Consats with 02, S02 0 002 end 120,- J. Chou. Phys. 74, 3287 (196).

3-5 Llewellyn, I.P., Vontijn, A., and Clyne, X.A.A., "Kinetics of the
Reaction of S0 + 02 + 302 + O," Choin. Phys. Letts. 84, 504 (1961).

3 3-6 Digiuseppe, T .G., &@too, I*., and Davidovits, P., "Boron Atom Reactions
and Rate Constants with 120, 1202, Alchols ad Ethers, " J. Phys. Chou.
66, 260 (1966).
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* 4.1 Sumry of Results and Cofulfill

The uodtl reults and sensitivity analysis presented in Sction 3 fulfill

the major goal of our first phase effort; the basc dependencies of
homogeneous boron suboxide ad boron oxyhydride oxidation are clearly

3 !elucidated sad critical reaction paths (and their associated rate constants)

and key interconversion equilibria are highlighted for further refinement.

5Our secondary goal of Identifying Issues to be addressed in extending the

model to the heterogeneous Ignition and product condensation phases as also

addressed.

Among the major research conclusions are:

3 1) The presence of hydrogen containing species (120, OR, 1, H2) has a

significant impact on both the Identity of species evolved from

reacting boron particles and on their subsequent oxidation rate, as

well as the rate of hat release.

2) The initl W Identity of the boron oxide and oxyhydride species

evolved from the particulate boron Influences the oxidation

chemistry for a very short time period (typically on the order of a

microsecond); subsequent oxidation chemistry at reasonable O/F

ratios is only mildly dependent n the identity of Initially

vaporized species including 5, 30, HBO and B202. This fact

validates our decision to model the homogeneous combustion phase

3 chemistry without being able to fully specify the kinetic

distribution of initially volatilized boron species from ignited

3 particles.

1 4-1
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3 3) As revealed by our sensitivity analysis, a relatively sal set of

kinetic and equilibrium processes appear to dominate the boron

oxidation pathways. As discussed in Subsection 4.2, this allows the

identification of key kinetic and thermochemical parameters which

need further experimental and/or theoretical refinement if a more

accurate model is desired.

4) The most important issues associated with extending our boron

combustion model and concomitant kinetic sensitivity analysis

techniques to the Initial particle ignition and heterogeneous burn

phase of boron combustion have been identified. These include

transport of chemical species and energy to/from the particle

surface and kinetic processes on the surface* This initial analysis

suggests that both processes may be treated with existing

sensitivity analysis techniques by invoking two simplifications.

First, the gas phase and surface processes would be treated

separately (as in the present work), but source and sink terms

corresponding to species and energy fluxes would be incorporated

Into the kinetic equations. Second, reaction and transport to and

from the particle surface would be modeled for one spatial dimension

(e.g., the radial dimension). This would provide an initial model3 for the heterogeneous burn, a more realistic model for the gas phase

oxidation kinetics, and build in a coupling between the two phases3 using chemical species fluxes. On the basis of this work, it would

be possible to evaluate the validity of scaling and self-similarly

3 relations.

5) A better defined (but possibly incomplete) model of homogeneous

boron assisted hydrocarbon combustion now exists and can be used to

study a number of energetic combustion and propulsion systems of

interest to the Department of Defense comunity. Several of these

are discussed in Subsection 4.3.

4
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3 4.2 Recomendations for Further Research

The work described in this report has significantly increased our current

3 understanding of the homogeneous gas phase kinetics for boron-assisted

hydrocarbon combustion. However, achieving a reliable model for a boron fueled

combustor will require further research on several fronts. This includes the

development of models for the initial heterogeneous burn and final

condensation stages of boron-assisted combustion, in conjunction with

experimental work which can provide accurate values for key thermochemical and

kinetic parameters, as well as validation of the various combustion models.

In subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 below, we briefly discuss our

recommndations for further experimental and modeling work. It is imperative,

however, to note that real progress in this field requires that the modeling

and experimental work be closely interrelated. In particular, modeling of

either the initial ignition and heterogenous oxidation or the final

condensation processes will rely heavily on the homogeneous combustion model

I presented in this report. Consequently, any further development in the

combustion modeling must be carefully coordinated with experimental studies

* which can be used to validate the present homogeneous combustion model.

Similarly, as key reaction mechanisms in the other stages of boron combustion

are identified, additional experimental work will be required to provide

accurate values for the input parameters and for comparisons with model

predictions.

4.2.1 Further Basic Experimental and Theoretical Research

3 In the present program, sensitivity analysis was used to identify the

critical chemical and physical parameters which control the homogeneous

5 combustion process. The capability to identify the most important gas phase

reactions allows researchers to preferentially select those rate parameters

I whose magnitudes, temperature dependence, and product branching ratios need to

be carefully evaluated with further experimental work. Such experimental

studies are particularly important for modeling of boron-assisted fuels
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because of the large uncertainties in both the overall boron combustion

process and specific input parameters. Thus, while the estimated rate3 parameters from the present and earlier work were adequate for initial

modeling efforts, they cannot be expected to be accurate enough for the3 modeling which will be required to optimize boron combustion systems.

Based on the results from the preqent modeling of the homogeneous

combustion phase, it is clear that experimental measurements of the kinetic

rate parameters and product branching ratfios for HOBO, HBO, D0, B02, and B20 2

reactions (Table 3-6) are needed. The kinetic sensitivity analysis described

in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 suggests that experimental studies should particularly

concentrate on the reactions listed in Tables 3-8 and 3-9 since the gas phase

kinetics has been shown to be particularly sensitive to these elementary

reactions.

3 To date, relevant laboratory studies have been limited to reactions of

atomic B(g) and 30(g) with simple stable oxidants such as 02, C02, and H20. A

3 similar situation exists in for boron/halogen systems where only a few

reactions of M1 and BC1 with oxidants such as 02, 0, and N02 have been

studied. While these past and on-going studies are important, only the work on

D0, initially studied by FontIjn4- 1 and more recently by Oldenborg and

Baughcum,4-2 Is relevant to boron-assisted hydrocarbon oxidation, since only

DO, of the gaseous species studied to date, is expected to be vaporized from

boron particles burning in a hydrocarbon/oxygen combustion system.

3 Consequently, further progress in formulating a reliable boron combustion

model requires extensive experimental research on key reactions involving the

3 other boron oxides and oxyhydrides which play important roles in the

combustion process.

3 The sensitivity analysis summarized in Subsection 3.5 has also indicated

a need for more accurate thermochemical data. Equilibrium constants for key

3 reactions involving 1B02 (g) formation and conversion to B203 (g) are

particularly important. Specifically, equilibrium data for two reactions

4
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U B02 + R20 - 0 0 + OR

I H2 + HO2 - 3203 + 120

3 appear to be particularly critical, Better values for the equilibrium

constants for these key processes would come from the experimental kinetics

3 commnity (by independent determination of forward and reverse rate

constants), the experimental thermodynamics community through second and third

law Alf and AS determinations, or from the theoretical molecular structure

couzunity through better molecular parameters for H1O (g), B203 (g), and 302
(g). In general, reference to Tabie 3-1 illustrates the crucial need for more

I accurate (hopefully to the 0.1 kcal/mole range) molecular structure data over

the temperature range of 300 to 3000"K.

4.2.2 Further Modelina Work

Coupled to the experimental studies described in 4.2.1, additional

modeling of both the heterogeneous burning of a boron particle and

3 condensation of the gas phase combustion products is needed to develop a

complete model for the overall combustion process. The most logical extension

of the present work is to model the gas phase chemistry in the presence of a

clean solid or liquid boron/boron oxide surface. From a practical viewpoint,

this extended model will represent the clean particle burning phase described

in Section 2.2. From a more fundamental perspective, the same model could be

applied to analyze simple heterogeneous kinetic experiments [see for example,

Ref. 2.23).

This is a particularly important aspect of the practical combustion

problem since earlier work, as well as the results of the present study

indicate the boron oxidation is dominated by heterogeneous, surface oxidation

3 processes. This preliminary work would emphasize the oxidation kinetics of

B(s) by the various gas phase species expected in the boron/hydrocarbon

combustion system. Subsequent work should focus on the boron particle
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S8Ignition and the elementary chemical and physical processes of boron oxide

film growth and vaporization. Particular attention should be given to the

competing diffusion processes of the various species in 3203 which control

oxide growth and the chemical transformations affecting the oxide removal at3 temperatures lower than the vaporization temperature of 5203 [e.g., B203(1) +

120 (g)). The modes of heat transfer should be an Important phase of this

modeling since it has been shown experimentally that particle self-heating is

negligible during the ignition process.

3 Finally, the condensation process which occurs downstream from the

burning stage should be treated. This phase my be initially studied

separately from the heterogeneous particulate boron oxidation and subsequently

coordinated with the other submodels to provide a complete description of the

full process.

4.3 Ralated Areas of Application

I The work presented in this report was specifically motivated by the

current interest in boron-assisted hydrocarbon combustion for air-breathing3 propulsion systems. However, metallic boron and borane based propellants are

also being actively considered for a variety of related applications.3 Although each potential application has unique physical and chemical

characteristics, there will undoubtedly also be strong similarities in the

basic combustion chemistry. It is worthwhile, therefore, to briefly review the

relation between our modeling program and ongoing research in other

laboratories.

The use of boron enhanced fuels in decoy flares is one area of

application of current interest. Infrared decoy flares deployed from both

tactical and strategic aircraft must present a hot infrared spectral signature

which will divert a missile seeker away from the aircraft nozzle and exhaust

plume. In order to be successful, a decay flare must achieve very rapid and

efficient combustion while simultaneously providing the appropriate spectral

signature. Current magnesium/teflon flares have significant deficiencies on
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both accounts. Ongoing work at Aerodyne Research, the Naval Weapons Support

Center and other laboratories have identified several boron enhanced fuels

which may have both combustion and exhaust spectral signatures that could

result in improved, advanced infrared decoys. The knowledge gained in the

present AFOSR boron combustion modeling program will be directly relevant to

the evaluation of these new decoy concepts.

Another related area of interest is the addition of borane or

borane/amine adduct compounds to liquid rocket propellants in conjunction with

a variety of oxidizers including nitrogen oxides, oxygen, oxygen halides, or

interhalogens. Attack warning issues have stimulated a great deal of

Department of Defense sponsored research effort focused on determining the

exhaust plume afterburning chemical kinetics and spectral properties of boron

containing exhaust species from such "advanced" ltquid rocket propellants.

florane-based propellants may also have significant applications as burn

rate modifiers for NC and NC/HiNX propellants and ignitors in large and medium

caliber guns and telescoped ammunition, and as propellants for advanced gun

propulsion concepts such as consumable sabot, FILNBAL and the traveling charge

concept.4 - 3 Conventional chemical gun propulsion is intrinsically inefficient

for obtaining muzzle velocities greater than 2 km/sec. In a traveling charge

configuration, a projectile is accelerated by a combination of gas pressure

and impulse produced by a very fast burning propellant attached to and moving

with the projectile. Initial calculations indicate that burn rates between

100 m/s and 1000 m/s are required to obtain the des'.red muzzle velocities.

Much of the recent work on very high burn rate (VHBR) propellant

formulations has focused on a series of borane salts (BIOB10-2, B12H12-2)

known generically by the trade name of Hivelite. Although these salts have

been shown to be very effective burn rate promoters, there is very little

understanding of the basic mechanisms through which they act. It is generally

*accepted that VHBR materials burn by a convective mechanism in which the
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:I combustion zone propagates by the infiltration of hot combustion products

through pores in In the propellant sample. This is followed by a transition to

3 a very rapid combustion which takes place throughout the whole sample.

In borane-assisted combustion, the initial ignition and volatilization

combustion phase associated with metallic boron propellants is replaced by a

simpler and much faster pyrolysis of the borane. However, the chemical

kinetics of the subsequent combustion phases should closely parallel the

reaction kinetics discussed in Section 3.5. Specifically, as the borane ion

breaks up and undergoes some initial oxidation, the resulting combustion gases

will probably contain many of the same oxides and oxyhydrides which

characterize the homogeneous phase of metallic boron combustion. Consequently,

the homogeneous boron combustion model described in Section 3.5 should be a

very useful in research on the mechanisms by which the gaseous combustion

products influence the burn rate. The first step in generalizing the reaction

list in Table 3-6 to borane-assisted propellants would be to include oxidation

reactions for BH fragments and substitution reactions for the highly reactive

5-coordinated boron atoms in the deca-borane salt. Some evidence for the

similarity between borane and metallic boron assisted combustion can be seen

in Table 4-1. The table gives combustion product concentrations for a

representative sample of a VBR-borane.

Table 4-1 - Combustion Products of VHBR-Borane Propellant and a

Conventional High Impetus Propellant

Species Concentration

HBO2 (g) 0.186

B203 (g) 0.0072

I HBO(g) 0.092

3 B203(l) 1.88
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3 It anticipated that as the present modeling efforts are extended to the

heterogeneous phases of metallic boron combustion, the resulting combustion

models and mathematical framework developed to extend sensitivity analysis to

include heterogeneous processes will be extremely useful in understanding the

basic mchanisms responsible for the action of VHBR propellants based on

boranes.
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